Global Education Advisory Board Minutes
The Middlesex Meeting House
December 2, 2014
12:30-2:00

Attendees: President Cowan, Phil Sisson, Dona Cady, Judy Hogan, Ken Dunn, Jeff Tejada, Pat Demaras, Mary Ann, David Kalivas, Susan Anderson, Todd Fry, Bob Union, Lynne Garone

Updates
As part of presidential initiative: exploration of China and Southeast Asia connections with high schools and universities by Zhou Williamson and Priscilla Eng (on sabbatical) and connection with institutions with which we have MOU agreements
- Through East-West Center Chinese delegation connection Professor Wang of Shandong University proposed exchange of MCC and Shandong sophomore language students. Curriculum mapping in progress
- Global Scholar program launched in fall

Global Education Strategic Plan draft
Feedback:
- Additional year should be added to Global Education Strategic Plan (2014-2017)
- Measurement scales and visuals work well
- Include global activities outside of Global Education. Put asterisk next to the Global funded activities.
- Possibility of co-curricular required for Global Scholar program
- Use SWOT visual template rather than text

Future Goals:
- Revise Global Education Strategic Plan Draft
- Reach out to STEM, Hospitality, Fashion Design programs in addition to Liberal Arts
- Possibility of tracking Global extra-curricular activities (lectures, concerts) as a requirement for Global Scholar program
  - Passport book in which student has organizer of event sign to show attendance
- Possible language requirement for Global Scholar program